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Counselling and Care Centre (CCC) is pleased to present you the training prospectus for the Year
2021-2022. 

TRAINING PHILOSOPHY & THEORETICAL ORIENTATION 

The training practice of CCC, the oldest counselling centre in Singapore, is grounded on the simple
philosophy that teaching and learning is a co-evolving process based on feedback between trainers
and trainees. In the process, both trainer and trainees participate and contribute to learning and
teaching through the giving and receiving of feedback. 

REGISTERED WITH CPE

CCC has been registered with the Committee for Private Education since 12 November 2012 (UEN
S75SS0014F) to provide training programmes for social service professionals. 

THE TRAINERS
The trainers, steeped in clinical practice and supported by sound theoretical underpinnings in
Systemic Theory, are attuned to the developmental rhythm of each trainee. The respect for the
trainee’s professional developmental phase ensures an enriching and growth-enhancing learning
experience. The trainees attending the in-house courses are all qualified and practicing
practitioners in their own right, who are interested in honing their clinical skills in counselling and
psychotherapy. 

The Trainers also believe in keeping abreast with the developments in the relevant and related fields
of psychotherapy through an extensive library, attending workshops, presenting at conferences, and
being refreshed through sabbatical leaves, as learning is a continuous process that never ends.

For a list of our Trainers and their profiles, go here.

TRAINING METHODOLOGIES

The preferred training methodology is interactive, experiential and practice-oriented. All the training
programmes are skills-based and the context of practice of each trainee is taken into consideration.
Efforts are being made to integrate and make applicable the therapeutic skills shared, practised and
learnt during the training into the trainee’s home agency. 

INTRODUCTION

https://counsel.org.sg/our-staff/


WORKING WITH ASIAN COUPLES:
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND CULTURE

 
SYNOPSIS:  
This workshop provides a framework of working with
Asian couples which integrates classical theories,
recent updates of interpersonal neurobiology and
culture in conceptualizing and working with Asian
couples. 

INSTRUCTOR:
DR. WENTAO CHAO, Department of Psychology and
Counseling, National Taipei University of Education

DATE & VENUE:  
21 & 22 April; TBC [Face-to-Face/Online]

PRICE:
(Per pax incl. GST & before VCF): $963

WORKING WITH VIOLENT, SUICIDAL, & SELF-
DESTRUCTIVE ADOLESCENTS: A

COLLABORATIVE STRENGTHS-BASED FAMILY
THERAPY APPROACH

SYNOPSIS: 
A “hands-on” two-day intensive workshop where you'll
learn strengths-based integrative Systemic Family
Therapy approach combining the best of Solution-
Focused, MRI Brief Strategic, Narrative, Postmodern
Systemic, Art Therapy, and Expressive Writing
Therapies and deep dive into the empirical
developments. 

INSTRUCTOR: 
MATTHEW D. SELEKMAN, Director of Partners for
Collaborative Solutions,  Skokie, Illinois

DATE & VENUE: 
6 & 7 October; TBC [Face-to-Face/Online]

PRICE:
(Per pax incl. GST & before VCF): $963

CCC 55TH ANNIVERSARY 2021

WORKSHOPS BY OVERSEAS TRAINERS

https://counsel.org.sg/?p=1327
https://counsel.org.sg/?p=1367


TRAINING AT A GLANCE

CPE
REGISTERED COURSES

POST GRADUATE
CERTIFICATE

COURSES

POST GRADUATE
DIPLOMA
COURSES

WORKSHOPS

WORKSHOPS

CUSTOMISED TRAINING
COURSES

AGENCY-BASED
TRAINING
COURSES

CONFERENCES

TALKS

ASSESSMENT: 
Obtain pass grade in
written assignment

ASSESSMENT: 
Obtain pass grade in:
Written assignment,

Project paper & Clinical
Viva

COURSES BY PRACTICE TRACKS

DIRECT
PRACTICE

CERTIFICATE IN FOUNDATIONAL SYSTEMIC THINKING IN SOCIAL
WORK AND CLINICAL PRACTICE 

CERTIFICATE IN FOUNDATIONAL SYSTEMIC APPLICATIONS IN SOCIAL
WORK AND CLINICAL PRACTICE 

POST GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN SYSTEMIC THINKING AND
APPROACHES IN SOCIAL WORK AND CLINICAL PRACTICE 

POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN FAMILY AND SYSTEMIC PRACTICE

POST GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN SYSTEMIC PRACTICE WITH COUPLES

POST GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN SYSTEMIC PRACTICE WITH
CHILDREN, YOUTH AND THEIR FAMILIES

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN COUNSELLING PRACTICE

SUPERVISORY
PRACTICE

POST GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN CASEWORK AND CLINICAL
SUPERVISION

POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN CLINICAL SUPERVISION

[CST]

[CSA]

PGC-STA

PGC-SPC

PGC-CYF

GDIP

PGD-FSP

PGC-CCWS

PGDCS

https://counsel.org.sg/certificate-in-foundational-systemic-thinking-in-social-work-and-clinical-practice-cst/
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TRAINING AT A GLANCE

Courses are split into 3 modules; each module is a stand-alone course

Each short course does not have to be taken one right after the other

Successful completion of each course (module) will earn entry to the next module  

Successful completion of all courses (modules) means a complete certificate/diploma

Each course can be used to enter into a complete certificate/diploma  within 3 years from

the date of its completion 

DIRECT PRACTICE TRACK 

FOUNDATIONAL COURSES

POST GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
COURSES

Training Pathways in Family & Systemic Practice 

 POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA
COURSES

MODULAR
LEARNING

MODULAR
SET 1

MODULE 1 [21 Hours]:
Certificate in Foundational Systemic
Thinking in Social Work and Clinical
Practice 
[CST]

MODULE 2 [21 Hours]:
Certificate in Foundational Systemic
Applications in Social Work and
Clinical Practice 
[CSA]

MODULE 3 [35 Hours]:
Post Graduate Certificate in
Systemic Thinking and Approaches
in Social Work and Clinical Practice
[PGC-STA]

To attain Post Graduate
Certificate in Systemic Thinking
and Approaches in Social Work
and Clinical Practice 
[PGC-STA; 77 Hours]

MODULAR
SET 2

MODULE 1 [98 Hours]:
Post Graduate Certificate in
couples and systemic practice  
[SPC]

MODULE 2 [81 Hours]: 
Post Graduate Certificate in
systemic practice with children,
youth and their families 
[CYF]

MODULE 3 [91.5 Hours]: 
Supervision and Practice

To attain Post Graduate Diploma
in Family & Systemic Practice 
[PGDFSP; 270 Hours]
 

STANDALONE
Graduate Diploma in Counselling
Practice  
[GDIP]

COMING
SOON
Certificate in Foundational
Systemic Models in
Social Work and Clinical Practice
(CSM; 35 Hours; Module 3 of
PGC-STA]



Certificate in
Foundational
Systemic Thinking
in Social Work and
Clinical Practice
(CST)
(MODULE 1 OF POST GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN
SYSTEMIC THINKING AND APPROACHES)

DATE OF COMMENCEMENT:
FIRST INTAKE: 11 JAN 2021
[ONLINE]

SECOND  INTAKE: 6 SEPT 2021
[ONLINE]

COURSE HOURS: 
21 HOURS; 2 WEEKS

COURSE FEE:
$1,070/PAX (SINGLE SIGN-UP)

$963/PAX (GROUP SIGN-UP OF
3 PAX OR MORE; 10% DISCOUNT
PER PAX)

FOR APPLICATION AND
OTHER DETAILS, GO HERE

TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES
Participants will be engaged in the learning process with lectures,

small group discussions led by experienced team of Therapists from

CCC and experiential exercises through online interactive tools. 

The course is suitable for SSPs at entry level.

Salient Systemic Concepts 
Life cycles and developmental tasks (Carter & McGoldrick)
Structures and organisation (Minuchin)
Systemic formulation of problem development and resolution (Rudi
Dallos) 

CURRICULUM 

To equip practitioners with a holistic approach in understanding
complex issues beyond the presenting symptoms that are
manifested in individuals and families.
To enhance participants with a deeper level of self-awareness and

begin to develop greater self-reflexivity

OBJECTIVES

https://counsel.org.sg/certificate-in-foundational-systemic-thinking-in-social-work-and-clinical-practice-cst/


Certificate in
Foundational
Systemic 
Applications in
Social Work and
Clinical Practice
(CSA)
(MODULE  2 OF POST GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN
SYSTEMIC THINKING AND APPROACHES)

COURSE HOURS: 
21 HOURS, 2 WEEKS

COURSE FEE [CST + CSA]:
$1,712/PAX (SINGLE SIGN-UP)

$1,540.80/PAX (GROUP SIGN-
UP OF 3 PAX OR MORE; 10%
DISCOUNT PER PAX)

FOR APPLICATION AND
OTHER DETAILS, GO HERE

TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES
Participants will be engaged in the learning process with lectures,

small group discussions led by experienced team of Therapists from

CCC and experiential exercises through online interactive tools. 

ENTRANCE CRITERIA
Complete  Certificate in Foundational Systemic Thinking in Social

Work and Clinical Practice (CST)

Reflexivity and feedback loops (John Burnham)
Risk Management: Domain of Actions (Lang, Little & Cronen)
Safe uncertainty and relational risk-taking (Barry Mason) 
Interventive Interviewing (Karl Tomm) 

CURRICULUM 

To incorporate systemic thinking into practice through a more

conversational approach to working with others

Deepen their self-reflexivity through examining their relational

positioning and stance in the context of uncertainty and risks

OBJECTIVES

DATE OF COMMENCEMENT:
FIRST INTAKE: 25 JAN 2021
[ONLINE]

SECOND  INTAKE: 20 SEPT
2021
[ONLINE]

https://counsel.org.sg/certificate-in-foundational-systemic-applications-in-social-work-and-clinical-practice-csa/


This course provides grounding in systems theory and an overview of

development of family therapy in recent decades and is one of the pre-

requisites for entry to the Post Graduate Diploma in Family and

Systemic Practice  course offered by CCC. 

TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES
Lectures are used to impart and develop knowledge. Participants can

expect the learning to be interactive and experiential via a mix of case

studies, group discussions, experiential exercises, role plays and/or

demonstration of clinical practice by trainer. 

Post Graduate
Certificate in Systemic
Thinking and
Approaches –
Applications in Social
Work Context and
Clinical Practice
(PGC-STA)

COURSE HOURS: 
77 HOURS; 10 WEEKS

COURSE FEE:

SINGLE PAX:
$3,060.20
FEE PROTECTION SCHEME (FPS)
PREMIUM: $30.60

GROUP SIGN-UPS OF 3 PAX
OR MORE (10% DISCOUNT PER
PAX):
$2754.18
FPS PREMIUM: $27.54

FOR APPLICATION AND
OTHER DETAILS, GO HERE

Module 1: CST
Module 2: CSA
Module 3: Certificate in Systemic Models [CSM] to be offered as a

short course only in the last quarter of Year 2021.

CURRICULUM 

OBJECTIVES
To enhance knowledge of a variety of foundational systemic models

that are integrative to foster a coherent approach in working with clients

in the multi-socio-cultural context in Singapore.

DATE OF COMMENCEMENT:
FIRST INTAKE: 11 JAN 2021
[ONLINE]

SECOND  INTAKE: 6 SEPT 2021
[ONLINE]

https://counsel.org.sg/post-graduate-certificate-in-systemic-thinking-and-approaches-applications-in-social-work-and-clinical-practice-pgc_sta/


Post Graduate
Certificate in
Systemic Practice
with Couples 
(PGC-SPC)

DATE OF COMMENCEMENT:
15 APR 2021

COURSE HOURS: 
98 HOURS (PART-TIME], 4
MONTHS 

COURSE FEE:
$5,992

FEE PROTECTION SCHEME (FPS)
PREMIUM: $59.92

FOR APPLICATION AND
OTHER DETAILS, GO HERE

To provide an intermediate level of theoretical and clinical training

in working with couples with a systemic approach.

To enable trainees to apply clinical and case management skills

appropriately in convening and engaging couples in a range of

challenging issues and in working with them systemically in multi-

disciplinary settings.

To increase self- reflexivity of trainees by generating an

understanding of self as a practitioner in clinical practice and in

management of ethical dilemmas.

OBJECTIVES 

Challenges faced by couples in relation to issues – namely high

conflicts, infidelity, relational violence, and divorce, illness and

disabilities.

Supervision and practice on working with couples

ENTRANCE CRITERIA
PGC-STA or equivalent

CURRICULUM

TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES
Due to the uncertainties of COVID-19, we will be conducting all

lectures online via zoom. Group supervision will be conducted in

small groups (less than 10 persons) at our premises for interactive

and experiential learning that includes group discussions, reflective

exercises, audio/video-taped demonstration of clinical work and

supervised practice of clinical work. We will follow the prevalent safety

guidelines and measures at all times. 

https://counsel.org.sg/post-graduate-certificate-in-systemic-practice-with-couples-pgc-spc/


Post Graduate
Certificate in Systemic
Practice with Children,
Youth and their
Families
(PGC-CYF) 

DATE OF COMMENCEMENT:
9 SEPT 2021

COURSE HOURS: 
81 HOURS, 2.5 MONTHS 

COURSE FEE:
$5,136

FEE PROTECTION SCHEME (FPS)
PREMIUM: $51.36

FOR APPLICATION AND
OTHER DETAILS, GO HERE

To provide an intermediate level of theoretical and clinical training

in working with children, youth and their families, with a systemic

approach.

To enable trainees to apply clinical and case management skills

appropriately in convening and engaging children, youth and their

families in a range of challenging issues and in working with them

systemically in multi-disciplinary settings.

To increase self- reflexivity of trainees by generating an

understanding of self as a practitioner in clinical practice and in

management of ethical dilemmas.

OBJECTIVES

PGC-STA or equivalent

Major themes in working with children and families – namely

developmental issues, grief and loss, mental illness etc

Understanding the emotional world of children – namely play,

emotions, and the effects of traumatic experiences

Supervision and practice

ENTRANCE CRITERIA

CURRICULUM

TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES
Due to the uncertainties of COVID-19, we will be conducting all

lectures online via zoom. Group supervision will be conducted in

small groups (less than 10 persons) at our premises for interactive

and experiential learning that includes group discussions, reflective

exercises, audio/video-taped demonstration of clinical work and

supervised practice of clinical work. We will follow the prevalent safety

guidelines and measures at all times. 

https://counsel.org.sg/post-graduate-certificate-in-systemic-practice-with-children-youth-and-their-families-pgc-cyf/


Post 
Graduate Diploma
in Family and
Systemic Practice 
(PGD-FSP)

DATE OF COMMENCEMENT:
15 APR 2021

COURSE HOURS: 
270 HOURS, 12 MONTHS 

COURSE FEE:
$15,943 

FEE PROTECTION SCHEME (FPS)
PREMIUM: $159.43

REGISTRATION FEE: $107
(NON-REFUNDABLE)

FOR APPLICATION AND
OTHER DETAILS, GO HERE

TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES
Due to the uncertainties of COVID-19, we will be conducting all

lectures online via zoom. Group supervision will be conducted in

small groups (less than 10 persons) at our premises for interactive

and experiential learning that includes group discussions, reflective

exercises, audio/video-taped demonstration of clinical work and

supervised practice of clinical work. We will follow the prevalent safety

guidelines and measures at all times. 

PGC-STA or equivalent

Min. 3 years of direct work with families,

Pass the selection interview, which includes presentation of a

video recorded clinical segment

Systemic Practice with Couples

Systemic Practice with Children, Youth and Families

Supervision and Practice on Working with Couples and Families

Acquire an intermediate level of theoretical and clinical training in

working with couples and families, from a systemic approach

Develop clinical and case management skills in engaging couples

and families with a range of challenging issues when working in

multi-disciplinary settings. 

Increase self-reflexivity and its application in clinical practice. 

Increase awareness and management of ethical issues and

dilemmas

Increase abilities to evaluate and critique research studies in

application to clinical practice.

ENTRANCE CRITERIA

CURRICULUM

OBJECTIVES

INTENSIVE FIVE-DAY
LEARNING FROM 2 WORLD-
RENOWNED FAMILY
THERAPISTS

https://counsel.org.sg/post-graduate-diploma-in-family-and-systemic-practice-pgdfsp/


DATE OF COMMENCEMENT:
5 JUL 2021

COURSE HOURS: 
300 HOURS [PART-TIME], 10
MONTHS 

COURSE FEE:
$11,898.40

FEE PROTECTION SCHEME (FPS)
PREMIUM:$118.98

REGISTRATION FEE: $107
(NON-REFUNDABLE)

FOR APPLICATION AND
OTHER DETAILS, GO HERE

For SSPs who have more than 2 years of  direct practice
experience 

Comprehensive Counselling Training with specific focus on PADI
model
Intensive live supervision for counselling individuals

ENTRANCE CRITERIA 

CURRICULUM

 

TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES
We are planning for the lectures of July 2021 intake to be conducted

in our premise. Group supervision will be conducted in small groups

(less than 10 persons) at our premises for interactive and

experiential learning that includes group discussions, reflective

exercises, audio/video-taped demonstration of clinical work and

supervised practice of clinical work. We will follow the prevalent

safety guidelines and measures at all times.

Graduate
Diploma in
Counselling
Practice (GDIP)

FULLY RECOGNISED BY
SINGAPORE
ASSOCIATION FOR
COUNSELLING (SAC) AS A
COURSE THAT PREPARES
INDIVIDUALS TO BE
REGISTERED
COUNSELLORS IN
SINGAPORE.

Grasp the concepts and theories of counselling.

Describe, discriminate and demonstrate core counselling skills.

Utilise the Problem-Solving Approach as a practice model.

Understand how to work with specific client groups and issues.

Enhance competency in counselling practice through live

supervision and consultation of their clinical work. 

OBJECTIVES

https://counsel.org.sg/graduate-diploma-in-counselling-practice-gdip/


Post Graduate
Certificate in
Clinical and
Casework
Supervision
[PGC-CCWS]

DATE OF COMMENCEMENT:
FIRST INTAKE: 19 JAN 2021 
[ONLINE]

SECOND INTAKE: 13 JUL 2021
[ON-SITE (UNLESS
OTHERWISE AFFECTED BY
COVID-19 ADVISORIES)]

COURSE HOURS: 
56 HOURS, 2.5 MONTHS 

COURSE FEE:
$2,996

FEE PROTECTION SCHEME (FPS)
PREMIUM: $29.96

FOR APPLICATION AND
OTHER DETAILS, GO HERE

Minimum 5 years of direct practice
1 Year of supervisory experience of direct practice

ENTRANCE CRITERIA
For SSPs who have 

CURRICULUM 
Supervision Training utilizing systemic approach and inclusive of
group supervision of supervision

 

TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES
The course adopts an integrated approach comprising of lectures,

interactive group activities, experiential exercises and case studies.

Appreciate and apply the assumptions of Systems Thinking 

Develop increased reflexivity 

Be cognizant of the influencing factors of the person of the

SSPs 

Understand and apply Interventive Interviewing

Appreciate and use the Domains of Action especially in working

with involuntary clients and/or clients in at-risk situations.

OBJECTIVES

https://counsel.org.sg/post-graduate-certificate-in-clinical-and-casework-supervision-pgc-ccws/


DATE OF COMMENCEMENT:
8 JUL 2021

COURSE HOURS: 
160 HOURS, 10 MONTHS 

COURSE FEE:
$10,807

FEE PROTECTION SCHEME (FPS)
PREMIUM:$108.07 

REGISTRATION FEE: $107 NON-
REFUNDABLE)

Post Graduate
Diploma in
Clinical
Supervision
(PGDCS)

FOR APPLICATION AND
OTHER DETAILS, GO HERE

Grasp concepts and theories of supervision

Describe and demonstrate supervision skills

Utilise the systemic approach as a practice model of supervision

Understand how to work with supervisees and supervisory

issues

Develop personally and professionally through developing self-

reflexivity in clinical and supervisory practice

Enhance competency in supervision practice through a variety of

supervision modalities and consultation of clinical work.

OBJECTIVES

TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES
We are planning for the lectures of July 2021 intake to be conducted

in our premise. Group supervision will be conducted in small groups

(less than 10 persons) at our premises for interactive and

experiential learning that includes group discussions, reflective

exercises, audio/video-taped demonstration of clinical work and

supervised practice of clinical work. We will follow the prevalent

safety guidelines and measures at all times.

Minimum 5 years of direct practice
2 Years of supervisory experience of direct practice

ENTRANCE CRITERIA 
For SSPs who have 

CURRICULUM 
Supervision Training utilizing systemic approach and inclusive of
group supervision of supervision

 

https://counsel.org.sg/post-graduate-diploma-in-clinical-supervision-pgdcs/


FEE PAYMENT STRUCTURE
Please click here for the fee payment structure. 

CST, CSA, Customised Training: anu@counsel.org.sg

All other Cetificate & Diploma courses: training@counsel.org.sg

6536 6366

 

CONTACT US

https://counsel.org.sg/fee-payment-structure/

